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Let &, t 3 0, be a d-dimensional Brownian rnoj ion. The asymptotic behaviour of the random 
field f++Iif(&)ds is investigated, where f belo:lgs to a Sobolev space of periodic functions. 
Particularly a central limit theorem and a law ilf iterated logarithm are proved leading to a 
so-called universal law of iterated logarithm. 
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1. Introduction 
Let &, t 2 0, be a continuous Brownian motion in R” defined on some complete 
probability space (&?, 9, P) with & = 0. 
A function f: Rd + 58 is called 2n-periodic l&r simply periodic), if it is a 2n-periodic 
in each argument. If f is periodic, we write 
[fl 1 
2n 271. 
= . . . 
I 
f(xl, . . . , xd) dx, . - . dxJ(2&, 
0 0 
if this exists. 
We shall investigate the asymptotic behaviour of the random field f++l:) f {&,) drr 
for f -+ 00 where f runs over a suitable class of periodic functions. One may, of 
course, interprete this in terms of B~wnian motion on the d-dim torus. 
If f: R” -+ IF4 is bounded, periodic at- ,I measurable, then there is a unique bounded, 
periodic function g on R” which satisfies -Ag = f - [f] and [g] = 0, where A is the 
Laplace operator. Let ~1( ‘( f) = [g( f -[f])]. The following theorem is a special case 
of results obtained by Baxter and Brosamler [I]. 
Theorem *4. Let f: Rd + R’ be boualded. periodic and measurable. rf’ not f = 0 a.e., 
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(a) ((1 
r 
lim 23 f(&)du - * r =N(O,a’(f)) f--rJO 0 r[/l) /J ) 
(Z’dvnotes the law of a random variable), 
(b) Iimsup 
t-cm 
where Lx = max(log x, 0). 
Baxter and Brosamler posed the question, if (b) holds uniformly for large classes 
of functions, i.e. if there is a null set, such that the equations in (b) hold true for 
all w not belonging to this null set 2nd all functions in this uniformity class. This 
is, of course, nontrivial only for uncountable classes. We shall show that for s > $I - 1 
fs E R) the Sobolev spaces H, form such a uniformity class (Corollary 1 below). 
We recall some elementary facts about Sobolev spaces. We restrict our attention 
to the subspace of the usual Sobolev space consisting of (generalized) functions 
with mean 0. Let 9 be the set of infinitely often differentiable periodic functions 
f: R” --+ Iw with [f] = 0. If CY = (cu lr . . . , CX,~ ) E Z” \{O }, the Fourier coefficient is defined 
by ~(CY ) = [p e’(“* ‘] where (ar, x) = x:.:: atxjs If f E 9, s E 08, let ilfllf = ~ugt~ Icy l”jf(ct )I2 
where ]cu 1’ = XI’ 1 a f. Usually one takes ]]fl]f = CtI ( 1 + In (‘)‘]~(cx )I’, but on the 
subspace of functions with mean 0 the norms are equivalent. N, is defined to be 
the completion of .9 with respec! to I] l lls w rc is a Hilbert space. We write (,>.\ for h‘ h 
the corresponding inner rroduct. If f E !-Is, the Fourier coefkients [((Y) are defined 
as well. If t XS, there is a natural imbedding i,,$ : H, t* H, which is compact and, if 
I- s > d, is of trace class. if s E R, let A, : 9 + 9 be defined by (.l,_f)&) = Ic$~(L-& 
.I, extends to an isomorphism H, -+ H, ,.. By using the pairing. 
H , is the dual of H,. _L, : H, -+ H .\ gives the natural isomorphism identifying a 
Hilbert space with its dual. Clearly WC, is just the ordinary I!.? space of periodic 
functions. 
If s --&I - 1, I’ =j,.:. \ I’ 1 ,‘\ 2 : H s-+H \ is a symmetric nonnegative definite 
trace class operator. By a well-known theorem of Prohorov (see e.g. Kuo 1.3, 
Theorem 2.3]). there is a unique ‘zentercd Gauss rne;?sure 1’ on H .\ satisfying 
!f t >O.o ERJE.~, let L,!/‘,w) ==(~‘(&(ti))/~‘f. F,?r anyw ~0, L,(o) is a signed 
measure, and so it acts continuously on the space of continuous functions. If s 1 $I, 
M is continuously imbcddable into the space of continuous functions, so L,(ctll) acts 
continuously on H, and therefore bcIongs to H <$. In the case of empirical processes 
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of i.i.d. random variables nothing more can be said, but in our case things are 
somewhat better. 
Theorem. Let s > id - 1. Then 
(a) There is a set 0,~ 9 with P(&) = 1 such that, for all w E &, L,(W) E H__,, (i.e. 
L,(o) acts continuously on HS). 
(b) L, : f&p H-, is Bore&measurable. 
(c) PL ,’ converges weakly in H_, to V. 
(d) There is a set 0’ c 0, of full measure such that, for all w E ii?‘, L,(o )/J2LLt 
is relatively compact in H -S and has K as set of limit points as t -+ a, where K is the 
image of thh unit ball in H-, under the mapping J?‘. 
We recall that a curve ar : [0, 00) +M in the metric space M (with metric d) is said 
to be relatively compact at 00 with a compact set of limit points A, if 
(i) VE ~03t0~OVt~tJx~A d&,x)<&, 
(ii) WE >OVx EA Vt+O 3 >tto d(o,,x)<e. 
It is fairly obvious that, if f E Hs, cy (f \ = sup{{ f, g): g e K). Therefore one obtains 
the following corollary which much generalizes a result of Stackelberg [4] even for 
d= 1. 
Corollary 1. Let s > ld - 1. Then tl;ere is a set 0’ c 0 of full measure srich that for 
~~R’andallf~H, 
limsup L,b, f)/J2LLt=df). 
l -+ .s 
As a second application we look at the asymptotic behaviour of IlL,/!, which is a 
measure of the global deviation of the empirical field from the zero field on Hes. 
On Z”, let > be the lexicographic ordering. Put 
cp,,,r Lx) = cos((cw, x>), +tr (x ) = sin((cu, x)). 
Then {,,I s~,.cr : j = 1, 2 ; (y > 0) is a c.o.n.s. in hi 5 and Cl.sCpi,cl =Ial ’ 2S~~~~~l.~r~ There- 
fore one has 
where IV,,,, are i.i.d. standard normal r.v. Therefore, the law of /+II’ s under u is just 
2f(L 0 -0 x, Icy I ’ - “No,, ). Further, 
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2. Proofs 
Proof of (a), (b). By Ito’s formula one has 
-4 -2s 
E(l’(Vp,,(C,.I,d5.))2 
0 
So one obtains 
Corollary 2 
(a) .f 2, IL II converges weakly to 9’( C Icy lV2--2sN&) 
a,i 
(b) lim sup IIL,l~T,/2LL~ = 1 a.s. 
t+m 
say, where 
sup 2: c,(a) <CO for all t,,>O. 
I -1,) ,I -0 
(2.3) 
It follows that xj.rt (f&J _rqj,n))’ < 00 a.s. and as (-1 sqi,,,) is a c.o.n.s. in H, it follows 
that L, E H s as. (b) follows from the fact that the evaluation mappings rTT, : H .? -+ R, 
rr, cf, = (f, p), cp E 9, generate the Bore1 field of H-.,. 
Proof of (c). If F > 0, let rj,,, (F) > 0, j = 1, 2, cx > 0, be such that 
(CJO I from (2.2)). Then 
is compact and from (2.3) it follclws that P(L, & K, ) s c‘ for c 2 1. Therefore, for any 
sequence f,I -+ 03, .Y’&) is tight, and so one obtains from theorem A(a ) that 
Y!LI, ) -+ u. This p~ovcs (c) 
Proof of (d). We shail show that there are to) 0 and S > 0 such that 
C.4) 
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where 
lim C p (a, to) = 0. 
k)‘~ (r 
(2.5) 
From this, together with theorem A(b) and a result of Kuelbs, (d) easily follows. 
To see this, let 
A&) = {o : ]L,(w, Iz. -,qi,,)/d2LLt> 3la I-(d’2)-6 for some (Y > 0, j, t 2 to}. 
The events A(to) decrease to an event A (00) as to-+ 00, where PM (00)) = 0. If 
w & A(m), then one obtains a to(o) <= 00 such that, for t a f&o), 
L,(w )/J2LLtc {up EH-s: ](Q, A --sqi,,)I s 31a I-(d’2)-‘y for a > 0; j = 192) 
which is compact in H_!;. Together with Theorem 3.1 of Kuelbs [2] and theorem 
A(b), this implies (d). (Theorem 3.1 in [2] is formulated for sequences but it can 
be easily adapted to our situation.) 
It remains to prove (2.4) and (2.5). We write E, = 31~~ 1 +u”- “, where 6 = 
$(2s + 2 -d). For sufficiently large to one obtains 
p 
( 
sup IL,(A -#i,* )l/J2LLt> &,) 
I *f() 
If k E N, let tk = 2! For K E N, we have 
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s (k log 2) -9’a’R:8, 
where we used the fact that exp{ - - l } is a positive martingale and the maximal 
inequality for martingales. The same estimate holds with cpi,U replaced by -pi,*, so 
(2.4) and (2.5) hold with 
p(cu, fK) = 4 ; (k log 2)-9’@‘X. 
k-K 
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